
A simple guide for recycling
                       on the MidCoast

A joint initiative presented in conjunction with NSW EPA 

For more information about bins and recycling 
visit midcoast.nsw.gov.au/waste

• Bin collection services
• Recycling
• Problem waste
• Find a waste management centre
• Illegal dumping and litter
• Re-imagine waste
• Return and Earn
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For inspiration and to stay updated,  
follow us:



What goes in your yellow bin

Recycling right is one of the most useful ways you can help to save 
resources and reduce waste sent to landfill.

When you sort your waste correctly, materials that would otherwise 
be thrown away can be turned into new products. To recycle right  
follow these basic rules when placing waste into your yellow bin:

Keep it simple - paper, cardboard and juice boxes, aluminium / 
steel cans, glass bottles / jars, and rigid plastic bottles / containers

Keep out soft plastics - if you can scrunch your plastic into a 
ball easily it can’t go into your yellow recycling bin

Keep out small items - nothing smaller than a business card, 
which means removing lids from bottles before recycling

Keep it clean - empty containers and give them a quick rinse 
before placing them in your yellow bin

Keep it loose - never in plastic bags or boxes
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Without doubt keep  
these things out

Even the most avid recyclers can sometimes send the wrong things 
off for recycling.

When this happens, all your good-intentioned efforts are wasted and 
your recyclables end up in landfill. There are some common themes 
when it comes to contaminating our yellow bins:

NO  
takeaway  
coffee cups  
or lids

NO  
soft plastics like 
shopping bags or 
cling wrap

NO  
dirty pizza boxes, 
food or dirty  
containers

NO  
polystyrene, like  
containers or 
packing beans 

NO  
fabrics, like old 
clothing or shoes

NO  
disposable  
nappies

NO  
ropes, cords 
or electrical 
cords

NO  
batteries, e-waste 
or electrical items 
in any bin

Search our A-Z directory at recyclemate.com.au to find out 
where to dispose of these items, and everything in between

  juice 
boxes


